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Abstract 
        Positron lifetime and coincidence Doppler broadening (CDBS) measurements were made on samples of Ti-
6Al-4V alloy subjected to different mechanical and thermal treatments. The results indicated the presence of point 
defects in moderate concentrations. The as-received sample was initially heat treated at 1343K for 30 minutes and 
slow-cooled to extract reference values. Even when subjected to heat treatment at 1343K and fast-quenched, the 
inherent defect structures did not show substantial reconfiguration in size or concentration. Yet in a separate case of 
heat treatment at the same temperature and duration followed by hot-rolling to 50% deformation, the deformation-
induced defects were found retained in it on quenching. Soaking at the elevated temperature did not produce any 
significant difference. In another sample, when cold-rolling was performed after heat-treatment and fast-quenching, 
we found the retention followed by room-temperature migration and coalescence of the generated defects with the 
existing ones. The measured positron lifetimes suggested the existence of defects of smaller sizes and/or 
dislocations. In another sample of the alloy with identical treatments at 1248K (below the  to  transition), the 
positron lifetimes were slightly larger in magnitude. 
 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of the 
International Workshop PSD-11. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Ti-6Al-4V is a surgical biomaterial used in orthopaedic applications and is also a structural material in 
aerospace and defense industry [1]. It has many interesting properties like high corrosion resistance, compatibility 
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with living tissues and low temperature superplasticity. Innumerable studies on this material under different stress 
and strain conditions are already available in literature [2, 3]. The crystalline structure of Ti-6Al-4V is a hexagonal 
close-packed (hcp) one with the basic framework that of elemental Ti. This is normally termed as the  – phase.  
The eutectoidal transition to the  – phase occurs at 1268 K. The  – structure is a body cantered cubic (bcc). The 
transition is a reversible one and the  – phase should normally leave no signature of it when the alloy is slow-
cooled within the furnace to room temperature. But needle-like precipitates in trace amounts have been consistently 
observed whenever the alloy is cooled from the  – phase, however slow the rate of cooling is. Defects  generated  
during  heat  treatment  can  be  retained by quenching and their  evolution  can  be successfully monitored.  We are 
presenting here some observations on the defects retained after the heat treatment and quenching. 
 
2. Experiment 
 
The Ti-6Al-4V alloys were prepared by melting the stoichiometric amounts of the elements of purity better than 
99.98% in a furnace and solidifying through slow-cooling. The samples were characterized by x-ray diffraction and 
the patterns showed well-defined peaks depicting the  and  phases distinctively (Figures 1(a) and 1(b)). 
Differences are also observed between the patterns taken after hot-rolling and cold-rolling of the same sample as 
depicted in Figures 1(b) and 1(c). These are discussed afterwards. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of three samples – (a) Sample V, (b) Sample VI and (c) 
Sample X. (See Table I for sample nomenclature.) 
 
The ingot samples were cut into the desired shapes and sizes (10 mm × 10 mm × 1 mm) using a low speed 
diamond wheel saw. Two pairs of samples were heat-treated, one at 1248K and the other at 1343K, and slowly 
cooled to serve as references. The details of this and other heat-treatments and mechanical deformation given to the 
rest of the samples are summarized together with the results of positron annihilation measurements in Table I. 
 
The positron annihilation experiments were done using a source (22Na) of strength about 10 Ci in Ni foil. The 
source was prepared by careful deposition of aqueous solution of 22NaCl (obtained from iThemba Labs, Cape Town, 
South Africa) on the Ni foil and folding it after the solvent is evaporated. It is put in sandwich geometry with two 
specimens of the samples. Positron lifetime spectra were recorded using a slow-fast gamma-gamma coincidence 
setup with time resolution 170 ps. CDBS measurements were made using two high pure Ge detectors having energy 
resolutions 1.29 and 1.33 keV at 511 keV. Heat treatments were carried out with stability better than 1K and the 
sample surfaces were mildly polished before starting the measurements. 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 
The positron lifetime spectra were analyzed by using the PALSfit program [4]. Initially, a spectrum was 
recorded on a pair of high pure (99.999%) silicon crystals annealed at 1273K for 2 hours in high vacuum. The total 
“source correction” due to positrons annihilating within the Ni foil (110 ps, 90%) and 22NaCl (500 ps, 10%) was 
estimated and fixed as 17.5% by analyzing this spectrum to a satisfactory variance of fit (~ 1.203).  The positron 
lifetime spectra of the Ti-6Al-4V samples at all stages and even after the annealing at high temperature and slow-
cooling had to be decomposed into three components (Table I). The smallest component 1 represents the Bloch 
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state residence time, which the positrons ultimately trapped within the defects had spent in the crystal. We find that 
the values of 2 in all the samples were within 155 10 ps and this is attributed to positron lifetime in the bulk 
crystal. Positron lifetime studies of Ti-6Al-4V are still scarce in literature and, in a work reported by Zhao et al [5], 
an average value of 155.9 ps has been obtained in the as-synthesized sample. The defect history of the samples in 
the present work is reflected by the third lifetime 3, which has got larger spread in the values and thereby indicates 
its sensitivity to positron trapping in defects of different sizes and configurations. The as-prepared sample (denoted 
as sample 0) itself had 3 = 277 ps which increased further to 287 ps and 295 ps after the heat treatments at 1248K 
and 1343K and slow-cooling. These values indicate retained vacancy clusters within the samples and the annealing 
had helped in their agglomeration and stabilization. 
 
 
Table I : Positron lifetimes and intensities in the samples after different thermal and mechanical 
treatments. The figures in parentheses are standard deviations obtained from the PALSfit analysis. 
 
 
Para- 
meter 
 / 
Sample 
 
Summary  of  heat treatment 
and deformation (if only) 
1 (ps) 2 (ps) 3 (ps) I1 (%) I2 (%) I3 (%) 
0 As-prepared   54 (2) 156 (5) 277 (11) 34.0 (1.6) 53.0 (1.5) 13.0 (2.6) 
I Slow-cooled from 1248K   57 (5) 145 (7) 287 (12) 25.4 (3.1) 57.2 (1.6) 17.3 (2.8) 
II Slow-cooled from 1343K   43 (2) 160 (6) 295 (11) 44.3 (1.2) 44.7 (1.5) 11.1 (2.3) 
III Fast-quenched from 1248K   56 (3) 152 (4) 302 (10) 22.5 (1.7) 63.9 (1.0) 13.5 (1.8) 
IV Fast-quenched from 1343K   64 (2) 168 (5) 293 (11) 32.5 (1.7) 53.9 (1.4) 13.5 (2.5) 
V Annealed at 1248K, hot-
rolled 50% & fast-quenched 
  39 (2) 152 (4) 284 (8) 35.6 (0.8) 51.5 (1.1) 12.0 (1.7) 
VI Annealed at 1343K, hot-
rolled 50% & fast-quenched 
  50 (2) 150 (4) 279 (8) 25.4 (0.5) 59.6 (1.0) 15.1 (0.6) 
VII Annealed at 1248K, hot-
rolled 50%, soaked for 20 
min & fast-quenched 
  72 (5) 158 (7) 309 (14) 26.7 (3.7) 60.5 (2.0) 12.7 (2.3) 
VIII Annealed at 1343K, hot-
rolled 50%, soaked for 20 
min & fast-quenched 
  65 (4) 150 (6) 282 (9) 24.5 (3.1) 60.5 (1.6) 15.1 (2.3) 
IX Annealed at 1248K, fast-
quenched & cold-rolled 50%. 
  56 (3) 159 (6) 282 (10) 22.8 (1.7) 56.8 (2.0) 20.3 (3.3) 
X Annealed at 1343K, fast-
quenched & cold-rolled 50%. 
  34 (2)  158 (6)  266 (6)  25.8 (0.7)  44.9 (2.6)  29.4 (3.2) 
 
3 is present even in the spectra of the slow-cooled samples, which clearly depicts the presence of positron 
trapping defects or heterogeneous structures. The positron lifetimes in the fast-quenched alloys are slightly higher 
(especially in the  - phase), implying the lack of thermal equilibrium of the defects. A comparison in terms of 3- b 
suggests that the vacancy clusters are composed of at least 4-5 monovacancies [6]. The fact that dislocations can 
lower the value of 3 needs special attention. The major constituent of the Ti-6Al-4V alloy is Ti and even its 
crystalline structure is hcp. The positron lifetime in dislocations in Ti has been reported as 168-185 ps [7, 8]. Hence 
the average of the lifetimes of positrons trapped in the vacancy clusters and dislocations together can result into a 
decrease of 3. This is obvious from comparisons of 3 of samples III and V and of samples IV and VI. The 
additional effect given to cause a decrease in positron lifetime was the hot-rolling which resulted in a decrease of the 
sample thickness by 50%. The positron lifetime has fallen by about 18 and 14 ps in the two cases.  
 
The fact that even the slow-cooled samples contained positron-trapping defects raises questions related to the 
retention of vacancies against high temperature annealing. Sample II may also contain remnants of -phase after 
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slow-cooling but even sample I seems to contain heterogeneous defects as positron trapping centres. A comparison 
of the results of samples I and III (slow-cooled and fast-quenched from 1248K) indicates quenched-in defects 
agglomerating with the existing ones in the latter. Positron lifetime increased and the intensity decreased. The 
corresponding samples of heat treatment at 1343K (II and IV) indicated no change in positron lifetime or intensity. 
 
Hot-rolling can also result in the generation of grain boundary dislocations, and this seems to be a possibility for 
the reduction in the size and concentration of quenched-in defects. -phase remnant concentration increased. 
Between the samples V and VI (Figures 1(a) and 1(b)), the intensity of the x-ray diffraction peaks corresponding to 
the -phase is larger in VI. Another evidence collected from scanning electron microscopy suggests the formation 
and retention of c-orthorhombic martensite structures in sample VI, which should in turn result into variation in 
positron lifetime and intensity even if small (Figure 2). The soaking of the samples at the temperature of hot-rolling 
resulted in agglomerating the deformation-induced defects, as indicated by enhancement in the positron lifetimes. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Scanning electron micrographs of two samples – (a) Sample V and (b) Sample VI – 
indicating needle-like martensite structure in the latter. 
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Figure 3. : Peak normalized positron lifetime spectra of samples VI, VIII and X. 
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Referring to samples IX and X, the results of cold-rolling are in the expected lines. Positron lifetimes got 
significantly reduced (by 20 and 27 ps in the two samples) and the intensity I3 increased by 7% and 16% 
respectively. This indicates that the cold-rolling has created fresh dislocations in the sample and, unlike in the case 
of hot-rolling, the generated dislocations do not anneal out or agglomerate. Differences can be observed between the 
x-ray diffraction patterns shown in Figures 1(b) and 1(c). The retention of the cold-rolling-induced dislocations in 
sample X has resulted into broadening of the peaks, although the phase constituents will remain identical to that in 
sample VI. Cold-rolling should have resulted into the collapse of three-dimensional vacancy clusters produced by 
quenching into two-dimensional loops. The reduced positron lifetime is an indication to this. The peak-normalized 
positron lifetime spectrum of sample X, for example, is distinctly at variance with the other three curves (Figure 3). 
 
The CDBS ratio curves generated with respect to elemental Ti are shown in Figure 4. The curve of the cold-
rolled sample is markedly different from those of the others. In the other samples, the main characteristic peak 
appears at pL = 9.8 × 10-3 m0c, whereas in the case of sample X, the peak has got shifted towards lower momentum 
value of pL = 6.8 × 10-3 m0c. Shifting of the peak towards lower momentum is a signature of possible increased role 
of atoms with inner shells of lower momentum surrounding the positron trapping sites. The cores of Ti and V differ 
only by an additional 3d electron in the latter whereas the presence of Al in the proximity of defects (dislocations, in 
this case) can be responsible for the observed shift of the peak to lower momentum values. From Table I, it can be 
seen that the defect-specific intensity component I3 of sample X is relatively larger than that in any other sample. 
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Figure 4. : CDB spectra of four samples – V (open triangles), VI (open squares), VIII (open 
circles) and X (closed diamonds). Note that the last one alone shows a distinct peak at pL different 
from those of the other three curves. 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
Heat treatments and cooling introduce remnant phases and/or vacancy-type defects in Ti-6Al-4V in sizes and 
concentrations that can be investigated by positron annihilation. Deformation by hot and cold-rolling introduces 
fresh defects (mainly dislocations) which agglomerate with existing defects in the former case but remain 
independently in the latter. Such defects seem to be generated from physical displacement of atoms, a conclusion 
derived from the observation of shift in the characteristic peak positions in the CDBS spectra of the samples.  
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